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In the new theory of generalized functions introduced by one author we study the 
generalized functions G on open sets of C” solutions of the equation 2G = 0. These 
generalized functions-which cannot be distributions except if they are usual 
holomorphic functions- have many properties of the usual holomorphic functions 
but they present also serious differences in relation with the analytic continuation. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A new theory of generalized functions defined on open subsets of R” has 
been introduced in Colombeau [ l-3,5]. It gives a meaning to all (finite) 
products of distributions and to heuristic computations done by the 
physicists in quantum field theory. Therefore the motivations of this theory 
were concerned with nonlinear problems. We show here that these new 
generalized functions provide also new solutions to linear equations: we 
define the holomorphic generalized functions on 51 c C” as those generalized 
functions G on 0 solutions of the equation 8G = 0. From the classical 
hypoellipticity of the 8 operator in the space of distributions any 
holomorphic generalized function which is a distribution is an usual 
holomorphic function, so the results of this paper have no analogue in 
distribution theory. In this paper we start the study of these holomorphic 
generalized functions by proving that they have several properties of the 
usual holomorphic functions. Nevertheless we find also serious differences 
between these new “functions” and the classical ones, with respect to the 
analytic continuation problem. 
The terminology and notations are those of Colombeau [l-5]. We do not 
explicitly recall them in general. 
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2. INTEGRALS ALONG CURVES AND PRELIMINARIES 
We already know the integrals of generalized functions on compact sets 
(Colombeau [3, Chap. 31); we are going to define in a similar way integrals 
along curves. Let 0 be an open set in C and let y be a rectifiable path in 0. 
If G E g’(Q) we define J-, G(A) dA E c in the following way: if # E gM(J2,,,) 
is a representative of G then there is an open set U E X such that # E a(U). 
Therefore from definition of ST there is an a > 0 and a VE Fe such that 
rz V c U if z E y. Therefore if a, E V the function z I+ ((t,~)) is C”O in the 
real sense in a neighborhood of y. So the integral 
is well defined (as an usual integral along the path y). Since the function 
(p F+ #(tl(p) is C*) and 1 ranges over a compact set we have f E a(v). If 
p E dq we have 
f(cp,) = J M,,n> d E c 
Y  
Since ( E gM@J9(q) ) it follows that f E gM and if ( E ,Y it follows-that 
f E 7. Therefore (r G(n) dA is well defined as the class f + 3 in C. A 
similar construction holds in the case GE I!&. (see Colombeau [3, 
Chap. 31). 
Remarks. (1) Integration along y of the restriction of G to an arbitrary 
neighborhood of y in a gives obviously the same result. 
(2) If G E a(D), then this integral is exactly equal to the usual 
integral Jy G(A) dA. 
Point (2) is consequence of the following lemma, which will be used later. 
LEMMA. Let g E 8’(Q) c C%(lh) be given. Then the function in &M(12,,,) 
defined by 
w  w  dew)) 
is a representative of G. 
(Recall from Colombeau [ 31 that e,(w) = Re IRz xi v(xl, x2) du, a!~, , 
i= 1,2.) 
Proof: Considering g E g’(0) c F(D), a representative of g is 
I F--V fi(rv) = JR2 g(J) w(A) dA. Setting fz(ty) = g(O(y)), we are going to prove 
that f, - f, EN. Indeed, 
fl(c%,z) -f2(%,z) =I,* g(z + W) P(P) 4 - g(z) 
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and it suffkes to use the Taylor development of g at the point z as well as 
the fact that Q, E dq and do the same for all partial derivatives in 
(x9 Y) =zElR2. I 
COUNTEREXAMPLE. One has to be extremely cautious with the notation 
I, G(L) Cu since one may have G, # G, in 5’(G) and at the same time 
G,(k) = G&) E c for all I ED (see Colombeau [3, Chap. 2, 4.21). In this 
case one may have I, G,(L) M # I,, G,(1) dA as it is shown by the following 
example. Let # E &(9(C)) such that )(rp,,,) = (Z/E’) q(-Z/E) for all (p E &, 
(for any q E R\J) (for instance, q+(w) = 19(w) . ~(0) if v/E g(C); then 
B(cp,,,) = z a@ q,,,(O) = (l/s* 9(-z/s)). It is obvious that for all z E C, the 
value Q(z) in C is 0 (Colombeau [3, Chap. 21). Choose y to be the segment 
(-1, +l] c C. Then 
for E > 0 small enough. Now the usual proof in Colombeau [l] that JQq is 
not void shows that this last integral has, when Q, ranges in Jq, arbitrary 
values. So, lY #(q,,,) dz # 0 in 6. 
3. DEFINITION OF THE HOLOMORPHIC GENERALIZED FUNCTIONS 
If z,, E Cc we denote by B(z,, A) the open ball of center z0 and radius 
R > 0. A generalized functions G E q,,,(sd) is said to be holomorphic if 
8G = 0, i.e., if 4, is a representative of G (in case G E g(D); if not consider it 
locally), 84 E.H. It is obvious that this property is local: If G is 
holomorphic in a neighborhood of each point in a it is holomorphic in L!. 
Let us notice that each usual holomorphic function on D is an 
holomorphic generalized function on G. It is also the case of any generalized 
torn&ant belonging to q,,,(D) (Colombeau [3, Chap. 21). Since 
a($1#2) = #,(&,) + (&) d2 the set of all holomorphic generalized functions 
on a is a subalgebra of g,,,(G), that we denote by FAG). From the 
classical hypoellipticity of the 2 operator in the space of distributions we 
have 
FAR) n &9’(a) =X(L?). 
All the finite sums C;“=l &cl, where & E Z’(0) and ci E c are generalized 
constants of Z,;,,(a), are in Y?x(Q) (note that (Cy=, ficJ(o,,) = 
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Cf=, h(z) ci(p,) if p E dq). More general examples are the following: 
let (a,),m,, be a sequence of generalized constants in I,,, such 
that sup, la,(w)/ < +co for all I+VE g(C) (for instance, a,(w) = 
exp(i(l/n) Re l w’(J) dd). Let F(W) = JJn+=mO a,(v)(@w)“/n!), where Q, is in 
this last sum a representative in &, of a, E c. Assume the a,% have some 
uniformness properties in n ensuring that FE &J@(C)) (for instance, a, 
defined as above). Since 
it is an holomorphic function in z and therefore SF = 0, and so FE g’d.0). 




then DG C ,25&G) (since 80 D = D o 8 from Colombeau [3, Chap. 3, 1.11). 
If G E C&(Q) we define (d/dz)G = r3G = G’ by means of the usual formula 
and, for all n, G(“) = PG E F&(0). 
4. 'GENERALIZED CAUCHY FORMULAS 
Let 0 be an open set in 6, let a E Q and R < d(u, CO). If G E .F”0) and 
z E B(u, R) we are going to prove the Cauchy formula 
(1) 
if y is the boundary of B(u, R) oriented in the positive sense. Let us assume 
G admits a representative $ E gM(ccg(,)), where o is a neighborhood of 
B(a, R) contained in J2 (if not G admits local representatives in 
neighborhoods of each point in 0 and one has to consider a finite number of 
such representatives to define (1) above, as well as the fact that 8G = 0 and 
the Green-Riemann formula; we do not enter into the technical details). The 
expression I/@ -z) in (1) represents the usual P’ function A F-+ l/(A -z) 
defined in a neighborhood of y and which we consider as a generalized 
function; G(A)/@ - z) denotes the product of the generalized functions G 
and 1 F-+ l/(J - z). Therefore (1) is the integral along the path y of a 
generalized function. Therefore, in order to prove (1) it suffices to prove that 
the function 
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defined for w  in &?&I/), where V is some suitable open set in gB(O,a) for 
a > 0 small enough, is in 7. For this we have to consider, if rp E J$, the 
expression 
From Cauchy’s integral formula for the Cm functions (Hormander [6, 
Th. 1.2.11) this expression is equal to 
This last expression is 
2 p=R *=2n J&Qpeio+J 
-I I 27ri p=O 0=0 peie+a-z ~dpde 
which is majorized in absolute value by 




o o lpeie-p(z -a)l dpd8<F+ 2ry 
if r < d(z, y). Since 24 E -4’ (in a neighborhood of B(a, R)) it follows that 
the function given by (2) is in 7. I 
Now let us consider the case of the derivatives of G. If n E N we set 
G(“) = 8”G and we are going to prove that in the same conditions as (1) we 
have 
G'"'(z) =& j G(A) y (2 -Z)n+' dL 
Proof of (3). If G E g&2), then a local representative of G(“) E &,(Q) 
is d(“) =_(d”/dz”)# if d is a local representative of G. Since a#‘“’ = 
(d”/dz”) 84, &(‘) EM locally if G E 5$(Q) and thus G(“) E .VdJ2). 




We set s@> = fW,,.J. If Y: ia, 81 I+ @ is a parametrization of the curve y, 
then easy integrations by parts prove that 
’ + 2i 
i 
‘gcx(t)’ y(r)) (y!(t) _ Xt(t)) dt 
(I A(t) -z 
Since c?# E&J+‘- and since the integrals It (Ix’(t)l/lA(t) - zl) dt and 
(t (I y’(t)l/lI(t) - zl) dt are convergent we have for (*) the majorization by 
csqmN if q E dq. The proof for arbitrary n is similar. # 
As one will see later, formula (1) will not be so much useful and the 
results in the next section will be obtained in fact with the formula 
(4) 
from which we proved formula (1) and which therefore is more basic. 
The next result is central to the theory. 
5. LOCAL STRUCTURE OF HOLOMORPHIC 
GENERALIZED FUNCTIONS 
Our basic structure result of holomorphic generalized functions is that 
locally such a function may be represented as some “boundary value” (for 
E + 0 and with q~ acting as a parameter) of usual holomorphic functions. 
More precisely, 
THEOREM. Let 0 be an open set in @ and let G E FAO) n F’(Q) be 
given. Let w  be an open relatively compact subset of n such that its 
boundary 8o is made of a finite number of C’ Jordan curves. Then, the 
function 
(1) 
defined for suitable ly, where p E g(O) with p = 1 on a neighborhood of ib, 
is a representative of G on o such that the mapping 
z I-+ d,(q~,.,) is holomorphic in z E o. 
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In other words, there exists NE N such that for every (p E JN there exists 
q > 0 such that y@,,,) is defined if0 < E < q and z E o, and is holomorphic 
in z E cu. 
ProoJ We set y = ao. We are going to prove that 4, E &(w~(,)), where 
$r is defined by (1). We have 
hence the holomorphy in z is obvious. 
Let p E g(5)) be as in statement of the theorem. By definition of Y(0) 
there is an open set W in &(fJ), W EY (relative to 0) such that 
4 E &(w). For each 1 in y let us define a map 
A, : q2) -+ LqR) 
me family I4A,, is equicontinuous since it is equibounded, therefore 
U = nrsA; ‘( IV) is a non-void open subset of 79(a). Now, we are going 
to show that the function 
defines an element of b(o,(,, ).Forthis,ifU’=Un{!~I8(w)Eo},weare 
going to prove that U’ is Sr relative to w. As WE Sr relative to R, there are 
a > 0 and V E fl= (V open set in 5?BC,,aj) such that 7‘r VC W for all z E ti. 
We may choose Q > 0 and V small enough such that if Q E V, z E w  and 
1 E YY 7a-mr,d ZV, (7 > = 7&e(z,~)+z(P E L@(0), and even the support of this last 
function is in p-‘({ l}), i.e., p(7A-oc,,,,+,cP) = 7~-et,tmj+,p. We set 
V’ = vn ia, E %(O,a) ) 0(7,cp) E w  for every z E w  }. V’ is m Sra and for all 
z E w, 7, V’ c U’. Therefore U’ is in the set jr relative to w, and so 
$r E &(U’). Now, we have, if z E w, o E Jg (q large enough) and if e > 0 is 
small enough, 
and so $, E 8&Y’). 
Finally, in &(U’) we have 4, - 4 E JY. For this we do the computations 
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From computations similar to the ones already done in Section 4, it follows 
that 
where I: [uj, bj] + C (j= I,..., n) is a parametrization of each C’ Jordan 
curve of &0. 
In the same way one proves inductively that if D = ~?~[+~2/8:; 8:; one has 
where Z is an integral involving 24 and its derivatives as above. From the 
Bochner-Martinelli formula (Hormander [ 1, p. 31) 
From (3), (4) and the uniform convergence in z E K, K compact subset of 0, 
of the integral 
it follows that 4, - d E ,Y: 1 
In particular, the theorem gives a result of local holomorphy: If z,, E R we 
set o =B(z,,,R), R being such that B(z,, R) cR and z t-+ (,(q,,,) is 
holomorphic in z E o. 
The convergence is obvious. If G E 5&(Q) admits local representatives $ 
such that the mappings z t+ #(q,,,) are holomorphic, then JG = 0 in g,,,(Q). 
Taylor Series Expansion of Holomorphic Generalized Functions 
Assume we are in the assumptions of the theorem (with o = B(z,, R)) and 
let us denote here by d E gM(cu 9(Wj) the particular representative of the 
restriction of G to cc which is constructed in the theorem (and denoted there 
by 4,). Since the map 
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is holomorphic in z we have the usual Cauchy formula 
and the usual power series expansion 
if (z-zo( CR. 
From Section 4 a representative of G’“‘(z,) may be such that 
so that after the particular choice of representatives of G’“‘(z,) E 6, (5) may 
be written as 
9h.z) = tcm f tG’“‘tzo)Wtz - zoY. 
n=O - 
However, the series CL=! (l/n!) G’“‘(z,)(z - zo)” does not make sense 
immediately since the result might depend on the representatives of G’“‘(z,) 
that we might choose (choosing suitable representatives of G’“‘(z,) this series 
might even be divergent for fixed cp and E). Therefore (5) plays the role of the 
Taylor series expansion but one has to be very cautious with 
Ci=; l/n! G’“)(z,)(z - zo)” which, in general, do not make sense. 
Laurent Series Expansions of Holomorphic Generalized Functions 
IfO<R,<R,<+oo wesetB(z,;R,,R,)=(zEC/R,</z-zol(R,}, 
where z. E C. We may apply the above theorem to R = B(z,; R, , RI), 
w=B(z,;r,,r,),whereR,<r,<r,<R,,andGE~~a)n~(n)andwe 
obtain a function z t-+ q(rp,,,) holomorphic in z E w. The usual Laurent 
series expansion provide a Laurent series expansion of G as studied for 
Taylor series expansions. 
A residue theory is closely related to the Laurent series expansion. Now, 
we sketch it. 
DEFINITION. If GE.!Q.J{zEG(O<(z-z,l<R}) where z,EC and 
R > 0 are given, then we set Res(G; zo) = (1/2rci) I, G(A) dl, where y is a 
path in B(z,, R) around z. ; Res(G, zo) E c is independent on y (if y1 , y2 are 
two paths in B(z,, R) around zo, it suffices to take r,, r2 > 0 such that yi , yz 
are contained in B(z, ; rl, rZ) and an “holomorphic representative” of G in 
Btzo; rl y 4. 
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PROPOSITION. If n = B(z,, R)\{a 1 ,..., a,,}, where the als are dzfirent 
points in B(z,, R) and if G E FA(n), then 
G(A) dl = 2ni 5 Res(G; a,J 
k=l 
where y is the boundary of B(z,, , r) and 0 < r < R such that a, ,..., up are in 
B(zo, r). 
It is a direct consequence of the theorem above and the usual proof for 
holomorphic functions. 
6. PRIMITIVES 
The theorem of Section 5 allows us to obtain an easy proof of the 
existence of local “primitives” for any holomorphic generalized function. 
THEOREM. Let be given R > 0, z0 E C and GE FdB(z,,, R))n 
.Y(B(zO, R). Then, G admits a primitive H E FdB(z,, , r)) for any 0 < r < R. 
Proof: Let 4 be a representative of G such that (((p,,,) is holomorphic in 
z E B(z,, R) (q, E as usual; see theorem of Section 5). Let p be a function in 
g(B(z,, R)) such that p = 1 on B(z,, r) with r < R. 
We define 
( being defined on some WE Sr (relative to B(z,, , R)). We can see, using the 
mapping 
A,:~(B(zo,R))~~(B(zo,R)) 
v t--+ P * *[z,-e(r)lr v/ 
(t E [0, I]) as it is done in Section 5, that there exists U E.F (relative to 
B(z,, r)) such that A,, is a function in 8’(U). Moreover, for suitable q, E 
~o(lD,,z) = (zo -z) j’ b(%o--z)tP)s,z) dt 
0 
= 1 [I zI 4cPe.A) d4 z E B(z,, r). 0. 
It is clear that A, E &(v> and, if H = A, + X, H is holomorphic and 
aH=G. g 
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7. ANALYTIC CONTINUATION 
Let R be an open subset of C, a E R, and R < d(u, CB). If 
GE F~R)nF(i2) is null on some neighborhood o of 
y={zEC:lz-al=R), i.e., GI, = 0 in YAW), then G is null in 
YAB(a, R)). To prove this it is enough to consider an “holomorphic 
representative” of G, in the sense of Section 5, on a neighborhood of B(a, R). 
The estimates verified by D#(p,,) on y--D equals a derivation operator, cp, E, 
z as customary-G being null on o, are satisfied also on any compact subset 
of B(a, R) from the maximum modulus principle. 
So far we were concerned with results of this new theory of holomorphic 
generalized functions which are similar to those of the classical theory. But, 
concerning the problems of analytic continuation, we find serious differences. 
For instance, we know the famous theorem of Riemann which states: “If a 
function f on an open subset B c C is holomorphic on a\{ p}, p being a 
point of D, and f is bounded on 8, then f is holomorphic on 0.” This result 
is no longer true in the generalised case: 
FIRST EXAMPLE. There exists a G E Y(C) such that 
G E FAC\{O})-indeed, G = 0 there-und G @ FAC). 
For this, if WE g(lF?‘;@) we set A(v) = v[L~(v)], where S(w)= 
B,(w) + i&(y) (see Section 2). Therefore 
The functions 6, A are C”. Thus, the map 
is in Z@(c)), and 
Q@ 
E,L 
) _ Iy’ ,-Id0)l*(1z1~/~~) 
E 
It is easy to check that $ E 8@(C)) and that Q EM relative to C\(O}. 
If K is a compact subset of UZ\{O}, we set d = d(K, (0)). Then, if z E K, 
I4(cp,,,l= 0 if rp(O) = 0 ad 
I$@ ), < 1~(012 -d~lv(o)l~/&~ 
C.2 \-yT--e 9 otherwise. 
Therefore, for all q E N, (l/c*) #(q,,,) + 0, uniformly on K, if E -+ 0. The 
same holds for D( if D is any derivation operator. 
409/103/l-9 
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Nevertheless, G is not holomorphic in c (in particular G is not null). 
Indeed, 
We consider the compact set K = (l/n), U {O}, E, = (l/n)“’ and z, = l/n. 
Then 
l2#(q,,,,,)l = Ifp(O n3e-‘“‘o)‘* > If-p(0)14 e-‘e(0)12 
if ~(0) # 0. Therefore, 24 is not in .S-, relative to C. 
We show in the following example a pathology concerning the concept of 
power series in our context. 
SECOND EXAMPLE. We construct an holomorphic generalized function G 
on B(O,R) c 6, R > 1, such that G(“)(O) = 0 E c for all n, and G # 0 in 
.Vy(B(O; R)). 
Let (a,),+=$ be a sequence of positive real numbers such that the series 
CL=: (z”/a,) is convergent on B(0; R). For w  E B(IR*, C) and I~(I,u)[ < R, 
we set 
f)(y) = IA(l E le-~A(~)~2/o.[e(w)]“. 
n=O a, 
We have, for IzI <R, 
fl&9,,,) = I(o(O)(’ 5 “‘yy4=’ 2”. (*> 
n=o n 
Let U be the open set of rg(B(O; R)) defined by U = {w such that 
[0(w)l ( R}. It is easy to check that UEST If A, B are the maps 
@+CxB(O,R) 
w  * (A(w), e(w)) 
CxB(O,R)+C 
(u,z)t-, (2412 go +e-l”i21a.Zn n 
it is immediate to check that, A and B are Cm maps, and 4 = B 0 A. 
Therefore 4 E 6?(v) and thus # E B(B(0; R)~~BCO:RjJ. 
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From (*), $ is moderate, i.e., $ E &(B(O; R)g,(,(,;,,,), and #((p,,) is 
holomorphic in z, i.e., $ defines a G E q’B(O; R)). 
Now, G(“)(O) is the class of (6’“‘(O), and 
Therefore, as above, we obtain Gcn’(0) = 0 in c for all n E N. Also, 
G(1) f 0 in c:, since 
If we choose sp = (l/a,)“” for every p = 1,2,..., we have 
!M,,,1) > Ievl’ e-‘“‘““2* I 
A slight variation of the last counterexample gives: 
THIRD EXAMPLE. There exists a G in FA@), not identically null, such 
that G( 1 - l/n) = 0 in c for all n. We even have G(1) # 0 in c. 
We set x, = 1 - l/n. Let /I be an entire function such that b(l) = 1 and 
/?(x,) # 0 for all n. We define 
z-x 
p.(z)=p(z)~ *** 2. 
2 1 -x, 
/I, is an entire function such that j?,,(l) = 1 and the points x2,..., x, are zeroes 
of order 1. 
If w  E &?(lR *, C), let 4 be the function 
vt-+ Ii! B.[~(v)l (n!)2 I ew)l’ ,-Ircec~u,)l2/1n!)2[e(W)1n. 
?I=1 
As above (in the second example), q+ E &,(@(UZ)) whenever the function 
g:iR*xc-tc 
m 
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To prove this we note that g is holomorphic in z for every u E R*: 
p(z)l=Ip(z)l lz--*I ‘** b--A 
l/n! 
<n! lB(z)l(lzl + I>“-‘. 
Therefore, if K is a compact subset of @ 
z, P”(Z)1 e-;;:;:“!‘* IzY 
< sup //3(z)/ T (Izl ‘,I’)“-’ IZI”. 
LEK tZ=l 
Thus, g is uniformly convergent on compacts subsets of Cc. We have 
and #(yl,,,) is holomorphic in z. Therefore ) E 8@(C)). Indeed, it is clear 
that, if z E K 
C being a constant dependent of K and independent of E. The majorizations 
for the derivatives follows from the Cauchy’s estimates. 
Now, we prove that G(l - l/n) = 0 for all n = 1,2,... . We have 
P” (1-b) = ;(x.,;$” xp-x, 
1 2 
l-x,fO, if n<p. 
Therefore, 
(x )” < IP(0)1’ 1 z: IP,(xp)l&z~ e 
-Irp(o)lY84@!)~ 
E4 * 
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Therefore $(x,) E 3 and G(x,) = 0 in c. Nevertheless, G(1) # 0 in c: 
=lrp(0)12 2 -Ae -lr(o)l*/&4(n!)~ 
n=1 E (n!) 
If we set ep = (l/(p!)‘)“” for every p = 1,2,... and if we choose q(O) = 1, 
we have #(o,,,) > e-l, for all p and thus d(l) 6? J, i.e., G(1) # 0 in c. 1 
We do not know if one could obtain a stronger counterexample showing a 
non-zero holomorphic generalized function on C null on a non-void open 
subset of G. Anyway this shows that concerning analytic continuation these 
holomorphic generalized functions behave in a way which is rather different 
from that of the usual ones. See the Addendum 2. 
8. HOLOMORPHIC GENERALIZED FUNCTIONS 
OF SEVERAL COMPLEX VARIABLES 
In this section we sketch the study of holomorphic generalized function on 
C”, n > 1. 
Let G E Y(Q), Q an open subset of G”. 
DEFINITION. G is said to be holomorphic if 8jG = 0 in Y(Q) for every 
j = l,..., n, where 
If a E R, there exists a polydisc B(u,,R,)x a.. xB(a,,R,) 
(a = (a, )...) a,)) such that its closure B(u,, R,) x a-+ x B(u,, R,) is 
contained in R. 
Let 4 be a representative of G in F(Q). We set 
“(‘)= (27& I IA,-a,,=R, 
. . . 
IA,-a,1 =R, 
where I = (Al,..., A,> E C”, B(w) = (~l(~),.-, e,t~)h and ej(Vl) = 
lAzn (Xj + iy,) Re V(X, ,-+7 Y,) tit . ..dy.,withpEkb(#)suchthatp=lona 
neighborhood of I-I;= 1 (3, E C: 1s - Rj I= Qj} c C”. 
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The function /1 is moderate on the polydisc (the proof is exactly similar to 
the one in Section 5). Now, we prove that in the polydisc $I - 4 E JV. If 
z = (zl )..., z,J with lzj - ujJ < Rj, j= l,..., n, 
1 ^ 
+ + . . . ’ ’ ’ (2ni)“- I 1 IA,-a,l=R, IA+-a,-,l=R,e, 
1 
IA,-,-a,-,1 =R,-I (A, -z,> **a (An-, -z,-1) 
I 
d2 . . . &,, 
and so 
where 
Ak = fNrp,,,* ,‘...’ .Ak-,.Zk ,.... Z,)) 




k (k = 1, 2 )...) n). 
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Therefore, it is enough to refer us to Section 5 to obtain the pertinent 
inequalities, which show that there exists also an holomorphic representative 
for several variables. We note that, in passing, Cauchy’s formulas for 
polydiscs are proved. 
Notes added in proof: (1) This new theory of generalized functions is published in a book 
by J. F. Colombeau “New Generalized Functions and Multiplication of Distributions.” North- 
Holland Math Studies 84, North-Holland, Amsterdam, 1984. Holomorphic generalized 
functions are also considered in Chap. 8 of this book, in a setting somewhat different from the 
one in this article. 
(2) The problem of the uniqueness of the analytic continuatton for a holomorphic 
generalized function null on an open subset of a connected set has been affirmatively solved 
by the two authors very recently. 
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